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OUBTING the gods is not a
recent phenomenon; it’s
probably as old as civilisation itself. It’s just that, in eras of
religious hegemony, the doubters are
largely written out of the narrative.
How many Irish people have heard
of John Toland, for example, compared to, say, St Patrick? If we cared
to investigate, we would find out
many more facts about the former,
while discovering that St Patrick is a
bit of a mystery. Indeed, there may
have been two of them! Yet people
tend to prefer myth to truth. Of
course the truth is only available to
those who have the courage to question what they have been told, especially when – contrary to widespread belief – the gods do not
dwell in the clouded sky but only in
clouded minds.
Battling the Gods seeks to set the
record straight for a modern readership and has just appeared in an
accessible paperback a year after its
hardback publication. Let me say at
the outset that its subtitle is misleading because the author Tim Whitmarsh, professor of Greek Culture
at Cambridge University, includes
many individuals who would not, in
a strict modern definition, be considered atheists at all, a fact that is
not made clear in the book. Indeed,
little attempt is made to define the
use of ‘atheism’ in the subtitle,
which is unfortunate because he
could be accused of cheating by
including agnostics, deists, pantheists, doubters and sceptics in his
ambit. ‘Freethinking in the Ancient
World’ would be a more accurate
subtitle.
Whitmarsh does tell us that ‘atheos’
in ancient Greece had a more inclusive range than it does now, and the
concept of an atheist underwent
development. The term first appeared in the fifth century BC as
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My other gripe is that ‘humanist’
and ‘humanism’ receive scant mention, apart from fleeting references
such as the ‘humanist ethics’ of
Socrates (p133) or lines in the poem
On the Nature of Things by Lucretius that would ‘quicken the
pulse of any humanist’ (p179). This
tends to give the impression that
opposing the idea of deities is a
purely negative enterprise whereas it
should be only a preliminary to a
more positive secular morality.
Atheism is not enough.

meaning simply ‘godless’ or ‘godforsaken’, rather than a person who
did not believe that gods exist.
Greek myths frequently featured
humans battling the gods, and some
writers raised the possibility that the
divine order might be overthrown
and humans could live self-sufficiently, without the gods. Eventually,
‘atheos’ took on a more critical
meaning as signifying someone who
rejected or at least questioned a
belief in the gods.
Later still, the term sometimes simply designated any theological enemy: early Christians were called
atheists by the Romans because they
refused to worship their gods and
had no temples or statues. In other
words, ‘atheist’ became a useful
term to label any religious opponent. It has to be said that, although
there were out-and-out atheists in
our modern sense in the ancient
world, they were very much in a
minority, a fact that Whitmarsh
obscures by overstating his case.

Take Thales (c.624-546 BCE), the
man who is traditionally regarded
as the first Greek philosopher. According to Whitmarsh, he argued
that water is the first principle of
everything and a story has him predicting a solar eclipse. But Whitmarsh fails to mention that he is
credited with creating the maxim
‘know thyself’ (though its origin
may be Egyptian) and, according to
Diogenes Laertius (Lives of Eminent
Philosophers, circ. 3rd century
ADE), he laid down the Golden
Rule as the essence of the moral law.
If so, Thales was not merely interested in cosmology; he was also concerned to develop a secular ethic.
You might think that a book about
ancient atheism which clouds the
meaning of atheism and largely ignores humanism falls at these two
major hurdles. Yet Whitmarsh has
written a learned and lucid polemic
which deserves a wide readership.
He covers a period of about 1,000
years in the Graeco-Roman world,
from roughly 624BCE to the Codex
Theodosianus of 438ADE. There is
a notable emphasis on the period in
Athens of about 200 years from
about 500BCE to 300BCE. This
was a period when Greece experienced its Golden Age, which provided many of the building blocks
of western civilisation.
––>
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The Greeks had innumerable gods,
and this fact is important in relation to freethinking and humanism.
Monotheistic religions put up barriers between insiders and outsiders: the one god demands absolute loyalty and worshippers of
other gods are damned. Polytheism,
however, was basically pluralist and
flexible. As Whitmarsh indicates,
atheism or at least freethinking was
generally tolerated in ancient
Greece because there was little interest in generating religious orthodoxy: “Priests were there to manage
ritual and temple finance, not to tell
people what to believe, and in any
case there was no orthodoxy, no
revealed truth, no sacred word”
(p26). In short, Graeco-Roman
religion was characterised by orthopraxy – conduct, rituals, sacrifices – rather than orthodoxy –
correct belief or creed.
What then can we say about freethinking in the ancient Greek and
Roman world? Early Greek philosophy only exists in fragments and
summaries in an assorted collection
of thinkers often called the pre-Socratics. This Greek Enlightenment
began, not on the mainland but on
the western coast of Turkey, a territory that the Greeks called Ionia,
where they had first settled about
five hundred years earlier. The port
city of Miletus became the central
area to which new intellects would
share and teach new ideas about
their scientific and philosophical
outlooks and aims.
Whitmarsh’s approach is largely
through individual profiles, much
of it speculative, so I shall replicate
his method here, concentrating on
some of the leading contenders.
Three Milesian philosophers in
particular –Thales, Anaximandar and
Anaximenes – were the first westerners to reject mythological explanations of the origins and functions
of the world in favour of a naturalistic perspective. They questioned
the existence and the moral significance of the gods, argued that nature is governed by discoverable
laws, proposed that human beings
evolved from lower life forms, and
that human disease was caused by
natural factors, not the wrath of the
gods or by demonic possession.
Xenophanes (c570-c475 BCE) came
originally from the city of Colophon

in Ionia but spent most of his long
life travelling throughout Greece,
satirising traditional religious views
as human projections and calling
into question the anthropomorphic
conception which the Greeks had
formed about them. He was a naturalist in the sense that he believed
the world is composed of physical
matter. However, contrary to
Whitmarsh’s speculation, he was
not an atheist because he argued
that there was one, greatest god
among all the gods, though he did
not intervene in human affairs.
Some argue that he was one of the
first monotheists, while others suggest that he was the first pandeist –
one who believes that the deity became the universe and ceased to
exist as a separate entity – a mixture of pantheism and deism.
Hippo or Hippon (around 450 BCE),
who probably came from Samos, a
Greek island just off the Ionian
coast (though some sources place
his origin in Rhegium or Croton in
Italy), is a shadowy figure whose
works have perished and about
whom little is known except
through reputation as an atheist.
Aristotle criticised him because he
could not see any role in the world
for anything other than matter, and
scathingly referred to the ‘secondratedness of his thought’. There are
conflicting testimonies as to what
he believed but, according to some,
he argued that the soul is entirely
corporeal and that it is nothing
more than the brain. If this is so,
then it was a radical step forward.
He may have argued that the gods
were simply great men who had
been invested with immortality by
the admiration and traditions of the
vulgar. His epitaph which he himself composed includes a pun with
two possible meanings. One translation states: “This is the grave of
Hippon, whom Fate made equal in
death to the immortal gods”. It
could also be rendered: “This is the
tomb of Hippon, whom Fate made
just as dead as the immortal gods”.
Perhaps he is even suggesting that
they are dead because he has slain
them himself with his atheistic arguments.
Anaxagoras (circ. 500 BC–428
BCE), who came from Clazomenae
in Ionia, is sometimes called 'the
first freethinker', who gained noto-

riety for his materialistic views,
particularly his contention that the
sun was a mass of red hot metal,
not a god, an observation which led
to a charge of impiety against him
in the late 430s BCE. Thus, as
Whitmarsh suggests, he may have
been the first individual to be put
on trial for atheism. He was sentenced to death by the Athenian
court but avoided this penalty by
leaving Athens, and he spent his
remaining years in exile.
Anaxagoras posits an infinity of
particles, or 'seeds', each unique in
its qualities. All natural objects are
composed of particles having all
sorts of qualities; a preponderance
of similar though not identical particles creates the difference between
wood and stone. Anaxagoras's universe, before separation, was an
infinite, undifferentiated mass. The
formation of the world was due to
a rotary motion produced in this
mass by an all-pervading cosmic
mind (the ancient Greek ‘nous’).
This view led David Hume to
comment in his Natural History of
Religion that “Anaxagoras, the first
undoubted theist, among the
philosophers, was perhaps the first
that ever was accused of atheism”.
Protagoras (c490-420 BCE), a
sophist who came from Abdera on
the coast of Thrace, is often called
'the first Humanist'. He is also regarded as the first of the Sophists
(originally ‘a wise man ’), a term
which denoted a class of itinerant
intellectuals and teachers who began to appear after the middle of
the fifth century. Less concerned
about the physical universe, they
taught rhetoric, morality and politics – indeed, anything for which
there was a popular demand – for
a fee. They claimed to be able to
help their students better themselves through the acquisition of
certain practical skills, especially
rhetoric, which was very important
for a member of the Athenian assembly and the council of 500, the
executive committee. Nevertheless,
their general spirit was that of free
inquiry and they sought to test
everything by reason.
Protagoras formulated the dictum
that man is the measure of all
things, by which he probably meant
that everything is relative because
there is no objective standard or ––>
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ultimate truth outside human values derived from human experience
and that the only relationship
which matters to human beings is
our relationship with ourselves. He
also taught that justice is a matter
of agreed rules, not divine commands. According to Diogenes
Laertius, his book On the Gods
began: “With regard to the gods, I
cannot feel sure either that they are
or they are not, nor what they are
like to see; for there are many
things that hinder our knowledge –
the obscurity of the subject and the
brevity of human life”. Diogenes
says that this outspoken agnostic
position angered the Athenians who
expelled him from the city, and
copies of the book were collected
and burned in the marketplace.
Prodicus of Keos (c.465-395 BCE),
another sophist, was reported by
the philosopher Philodemus (110
BCE - 35 BCE) to suggest “that the
gods of popular belief do not exist
nor do they know, but primitive
man… out of admiration deified…
the fruits of the earth and virtually
everything that contributed to his
existence” (quoted in Jan Bremmer:
‘Atheism in Antiquity’ in: Michael
Martin, ed: The Cambridge Companion to Atheism, Cambridge
University Press, 2007). The scroll
by Philodemus from which this
passage is taken, On Piety, had
been buried in Herculaneum by the
eruption of Vesuvius, and part of
the reconstructed text was published as recently as 1996 by Dirk
Obbink (Philodemus On Piety, Pt1,
Oxford, 1996; also Philodemus on
Piety, Pt. 2, Oxford, 2012).
The same document throws further
light on Democritus (460-370 BCE),
another sophist who, like Protagoras, heralded from Abdera. He
maintained that early humans noted
the turning of the seasons and “they
also posited an agent behind these
occurrences, and worshipped
it” (quoted in Battling the Gods,
p92). Democritus was an out-andout materialist who put forward the
theory that the physical world was
made up of atoms. His atomic theory, first suggested by Leucippus of
Miletus, was that matter consisted
of changeable combinations of
atoms which had always existed, the
world being formed out of a
primeval whirling motion. He also
posited an infinite number of
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worlds, some of which sustain life
while others don’t: it’s a matter of
luck or chance that our world has
living things. Democritus – known
as ‘the laughing philosopher’ for
laughing at human follies – also
believed that our minds are furnished with ideas based on the experience of things we see and touch
and smell and feel and taste – by
our experience of the material
world. The view of ethics and behaviour he advocated was based on
the natural world and not a supernatural one. This perspective also
lies at the heart of Humanism.
The poet and sophist Diagoras of
Melos, one of the disciples of Democritus, was actually nicknamed
‘the atheist’, and around 415 BCE a
price was put on his head for
mocking the Eleusinian Mysteries.
One talent of silver was promised
to anyone who killed him and two
to anyone who caught him alive.
He fled Athens and died in Corinth.
The Christian writer Athenagoras
of Athens (2nd century ADE)
writes: “With reason did the Athenians adjudge Diagoras guilty of
atheism, in that he not only divulged the Orphic doctrine, and
published the mysteries of Eleusis
and of the Cabiri, and chopped up
the wooden statue of Hercules to
boil his turnips, but openly declared
that there was no God at all” (A
Plea for the Christians, ch. 4).
Socrates (c470 BCE–399 BCE), the
son of an Athenian stonemason,
was also a teacher but he did not
consider himself one of the sophists
and he didn't charge a fee. At the
age of nearly 70 he was charged
with refusing to recognise the official gods of the state, introducing
new gods and corrupting the
young. Whether or not he was an
atheist is impossible to determine.
Both Xenophon and Plato, the two
main sources of Socrates’s thoughts,
reject the charge of atheism, the
latter specifically putting the denial
into his own mouth at his trial to
Meletus, one of the prosecutors: “I
can tell you I do recognise that
there are gods, and I am not guilty
of being an out-and-out atheist”.
(Plato: Apology).
Even if he did say this, we cannot
really know what he meant by the
term. What we can say from the
rest of Plato’s writing about him is

that gods do not feature in his ethic
at all. In the Euthyphro, for instance, he examines piety or moral
duty and asks whether the holy is
beloved by the gods because it is
holy or holy because it is beloved
by the gods. If right actions are holy
only because the gods love them,
then moral rightness is entirely arbitrary, depending only on the
whims of the gods. If, however, the
gods love right actions only because
they are already right, then there
must be some non-divine source of
values, which we might come to
know independently of their love.
This dilemma goes to the heart of
any attempt to define morality by
reference to an external authority.
Cicero wrote that “Socrates was the
first to bring philosophy down
from the heavens into the cities of
men”. His teaching usually had the
effect of showing that some received opinion was untenable and it
took the form of questioning or
'elenchus', a cross-examination,
which eventually gave rise to dialectic, the idea that truth needs to
be pursued by modifying one's position through questioning and conflict with opposing ideas. Many of
his debates end in aporia, intellectual impasses when people realise
that the original question they
asked does not admit of an easy
answer and therefore that their
prejudiced assumptions were
wrong. Socrates may be considered
a humanist or freethinker in his
attempt to make people think for
themselves instead of just blindly
accepting what they were told by
figures of authority. Indeed, his
whole approach is the epitome of
freethought.
Moreover, Socrates was prepared to
die for his principles and thus became the first known martyr for
freedom of speech. A jury of Athenian citizens found him guilty and
sentenced him to death by drinking
hemlock. He could have saved himself by recanting his views, but he
preferred to take the poison and
die. The trial was attended by his
pupil Plato (c427-c347 BCE), who
wrote the account called The Apology of Socrates in which he presents
the philosopher offering a defence
of himself that is also a great plea
for liberty of thought and therefore
a key document in Humanist history. Wisdom and truth, he asserts, –->
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are more important than wealth
and honours and daily discussion
of these matters is the highest good,
for the unexamined life is not
worth living.
Epicurus (341-270 BCE) is a key
figure in Humanist history. He provided what is in effect a Humanist
motto: “Friendship goes dancing
round the world proclaiming to us
all to awake to the praises of a
happy life”. He was born in Samos
and at the age of 18 went to
Athens, where he attended the
Academy established by Plato. He
later founded his own school of
philosophy sometimes known as
the School of the Garden, because
he set it up in his own garden outside the city, away from the hubbub
of the polis.
For Epicurus (right), the purpose of
philosophy was to attain a happy
life of ataraxia, or tranquility, and
aponia, the absence of pain. Tranquility was to be achieved, among
other things, by living the good life
and abandoning faith in an afterlife
and fear of the gods because they
are unconcerned with us. “I was
not, I have been, I am not, I do not
mind”, he wrote. He also developed
the atomism of Democritus and the
view that the natural world has no
purpose imposed on it. He believed
that the universe is eternal and infinitely extended. Life for him is a
complex of particularly fine atoms
which form both body and mind in
a single natural entity whose death
is irrevocable dispersal of the person. According to Epicurus, the
gods exist but they live remote from
our lives and take no interest in
them – what we have here and
now is all that should concern us.
Epicurus regularly admitted women
and slaves into his school and was
one of the first Greeks to break
from the god-fearing and god-worshiping tradition common at the
time. Far from advocating greedy
indulgence in pleasures of the body,
as his detractors suggested (in his
Divine Comedy, Dante condemns
him to the sixth circle of hell), he
taught that peace of mind requires
‘moderation in all things’. He wrote
that it is impossible to live a pleasant life without living wisely and
well and justly agreeing "neither to
harm nor be harmed". Here again
is the ethic of reciprocity which we

find in Confucius and other Eastern
sages. His view of life became widely
accepted throughout the six hundred
years of Greek and Roman civilisation. Since human life had come
about by natural processes, people
should live according to nature. This
would be easy if people were content with what was enough. He
wrote: “Death is nothing to us: for
after our bodies have been dissolved
by death they are without sensation,
and that which lacks sensation is
nothing to us. And therefore a right
understanding of death makes the
mortality of life enjoyable, not because it adds to it an infinite span of
time, but because it takes away the
craving for immortality”.

Epicurus, who considered fear to be
the fundamental motive of religion,
influenced Romans like Lucretius
(99 - 55 BCE), who asserted that “it
was fear that first fashioned the
gods”. He was a poet who proclaimed the Epicurean philosophy
in his poem De Rerum Natura (‘On
the Nature of Things’). It tells of an
immense period of time during
which the sun, moon and stars appeared, then animals and then human beings - and all this came
about without design. The highlight
of the poem is an extended argument that human beings are purely
material things and so they cannot
survive the physical destruction of
their bodies. Religion, which teaches otherwise, is therefore a damaging superstition. Like Epicurus, Lucretius sought to free humanity from
the fear of death and of the gods,
which he considered the primary
cause of human unhappiness. He
wrote: “All religions are equally sublime to the ignorant, useful to the
politician, and ridiculous to the

philosopher”; and “We, peopling the
void air, make gods to whom we
impute the ills we ought to bear”.
Many other Romans also had a
dim view of the role of religion in
human life. The philosopher Seneca
(4BCE-65 ADE) observed that
"Religion is regarded by the common people as true, by the wise as
false, and by the rulers as useful".
The Emperor Marcus Aurelius (121180 ADE) didn’t believe in an afterlife. In his Meditations, in which he
attempted to reconcile his Stoic
philosophy of virtue and self-sacrifice with his role as emperor, he
wrote: "We live for an instant, only
to be swallowed in complete forgetfulness and the void of infinite time
on this side of us".
Cicero, a contemporary of Julius
Caesar and the most brilliant of
Roman orators, was a sceptic, believing that knowledge about the
gods was impossible. He also
thought that the question of what is
human life’s ultimate end or purpose is one that philosophy, not
religion, is best-placed to answer. In
De Natura Deorum (‘On the Nature of the Gods’), written in 45
BCE, he creates a dialogue between
an Epicurean, a Stoic, and a man
who represents his own scepticism.
He argued that ethical values are
independent of institutionalised
religion, and are amenable to rational, philosophical enquiry. His lasting influence was on education
where, as we said at the beginning,
he adopted the Greek model for the
curriculum known as humanitas,
which means humane conduct
based on human needs, not supernatural commands.
I have outlined the thoughts of
some of the key figures in Whitmarsh’s excellent survey, adding a
Humanist dimension to his account
where appropriate. He ends by
recording how the Christianisation
of the Roman Empire put an end to
serious philosophical atheism for
over a millennium. What later propelled Europe out of the Dark Ages
and revived the spirit of inquiry
was the Renaissance, characterised
not by atheism but by Christian
Humanism. And we atheists need to
acknowledge that truth. Of course
it was still a long time before atheism became respectable. Indeed, it is
not quite there yet.
q
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